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AI and the 
Humanities

1: Stable Diffusion, Stability.ai
2: Assael et al. “Restoring and attributing ancient texts using deep neural networks” Nature
3: Clearview.ai
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AI and Archives

● Open data and models

● Robust multimodal information extraction 
pipelines (layout, OCR/HTR, entities, relations)

● Transparent workflows (eXplainable AI), 
towards expert decision augmentation

● Generalise to records management 
applications in public organizations
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AI and Archives

Colavizza, Blanke, Jeurgens, Noordegraaf

“Archives and AI: An Overview of Current 
Debates and Future Perspectives”, 2022

Journal on Computing and Cultural Heritage



AI and Archives

Colavizza, Blanke, Jeurgens, Noordegraaf

“Archives and AI: An Overview of Current 
Debates and Future Perspectives”, 2022

Journal on Computing and Cultural Heritage

Opportunities:

● AI is necessary to process large-scale record holdings 
● We need recordkeeping contributions to the 

advancement and appropriate use of AI, by bringing 
expertise on provenance, appraisal, transparency

Challenges:

● AI reconfigures archives from aggregates of records to 
data. We need a lasting update of archival theory, 
practice and infrastructure

● The automation of recordkeeping processes rests on 
trust into AI decisions. We need shared ethical 
frameworks informed by an understanding of AI 
impacts and potential



AI and Archives

Challenges

Jaillant (ed., 2022) “Archives, Access and Artificial Intelligence” 
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● Scale

● “Dark” archives

● Skills gap



AI and Records Management

Dutch examples

● Ministry of Finance: algorithmic 
discrimination in the childcare benefits 
scandal (Toeslagenaffaire)

● Ministry of Justice: est. 400 km 
backlog for appraisal and selection
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@ Volkskrant.nl



AI and Records 
Management

Challenges

Jaillant (ed., 2022) “Archives, Access and Artificial Intelligence” 
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● Scale: quality (and speed)

● “Dark” archives: transparency and accountability

● Skills gap: monitoring and infrastructure



Preconditions and 
requirements

for AI-supported records 
management
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● Quality of results

● Transparency

● Accountability

● Monitoring and infrastructure



Preconditions and 
requirements

for AI-supported records 
management
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● Quality of results: Do AI techniques deliver good 
enough results? Define ‘good enough’

● Transparency: Should AI decisions be ‘interpretable’ 
by a human expert? Is the training and evaluation 
data ‘unbiased’ and ‘well-documented’? 

● Accountability: Who is responsible for AI-supported 
decisions? How to we document AI decisions in 
records management workflows?

● Monitoring and infrastructure: How do we 
guarantee fair, fast and high-quality processes over 
time? How do we embed AI into records 
management software/infrastructures?



Going forward
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● Develop and release datasets and 
shared tasks

● Engage with open AI challenges

● Develop and assess guidelines for 
AI-supported records management



Going forward
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● Develop and release datasets and 
shared tasks

Example: an open shared task on the automatic 
appraisal of government records

● Engage with open AI challenges
Example: curating and documenting AI datasets

● Develop and assess guidelines for 
AI-supported records management

Example: guidelines for recording metadata about 
AI decisions



Unsilencing 
colonial archives

Luthra, Todorov, Jeurgens, Colavizza

“Unsilencing Colonial Archives via 
Automated Entity Recognition”, 2022

Journal of Documentation

@ Michelle-Rolph Trouillot, Silencing the Past: Power and the Production of History, 1995 
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Datasets and shared tasks



Unsilencing 
colonial archives

Expand finding aids to 
include mentions to all 
people, named or unnamed

Corpus:

❖ Dutch East India 
Company (VOC) 
testament archives

❖ HTR with Transkribus
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Luthra, Todorov, Jeurgens, Colavizza

“Unsilencing Colonial Archives via 
Automated Entity Recognition”, 2022

Journal of Documentation

Datasets and shared tasks



Unsilencing 
colonial archives

Results:

1. An ontology of personhood
2. A corpus of 70,000 annotations
3. Baselines for the entity recognition task
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Luthra, Todorov, Jeurgens, Colavizza

“Unsilencing Colonial Archives via 
Automated Entity Recognition”, 2022

Journal of Documentation

Datasets and shared tasks



Opportunity: develop inclusive finding aids for 

the National Archives of the Netherlands

● Provide original as is

● Facilitate access by enriching finding aids 

via non-offensive lexicon expansion

● Evaluation with both experts (e.g., 

historians) and non-expert communities

Unsilencing 
colonial archives
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Challenge: offensive language in historical 

sources hinders access by non-experts

Luthra, Todorov, Jeurgens, Colavizza

“Unsilencing Colonial Archives via 
Automated Entity Recognition”, 2022

Journal of Documentation

Datasets and shared tasks



Curating and 
documenting data

@ Je and Gebru “Lessons from Archives: Strategies for Collecting Sociocultural Data in Machine Learning”
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AI challenges



Curating and 
documenting data

@ Pushkarna et al. “Data Cards: Purposeful and Transparent Dataset Documentation for Responsible AI”
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AI challenges



Curating and 
documenting data

https://github.com/budh333/UnSilence_VOC/blob/main/Datacard.pdf 
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AI challenges

Luthra, Todorov, Jeurgens, Colavizza

“Unsilencing Colonial Archives via 
Automated Entity Recognition”, 2022

Journal of Documentation

https://github.com/budh333/UnSilence_VOC/blob/main/Datacard.pdf


Going forward
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● Develop and release datasets 
and shared tasks

● Engage with open AI 
challenges

● Develop and assess 
guidelines for AI-supported 
records management

● Quality of results

● Transparency

● Accountability

● Monitoring and 
infrastructure

Questions                             What to do
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